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This milestone is related to task 3.1 CLIPC web portal development. The content of this milestone 
was defined as: Functional specifications of the complete portal, plus mockups of portal. The main 
reason for this milestone was to have mockups (designs sketches) of the CLIPC portal ready as early 
as possible to illustrate and discuss the portal developments internal within the project as well as 
with the users in the user requirements workshop held in February 2015.  

Below a short summary from the portal specifications and first designs. Full specifications and more 
design examples are included in D3.1. 

Short summary 
  

Design principles 
The CLIPC portal design aims to incorporate the following principles: 

- Clear and as simple as possible, quick access to services 

- Distinguishing interfaces served to different users without having users to choose which type 
of user they are in advance. The type of service offered will indicate them which they should 
need. 

- The portal design needs to be “responsive” in order to be accessible from devices with 
varying screen resolutions. 

- The HTML5 and CSS needs to be optimised for access by Google and other search engines.   

 

First designs homepage and other interfaces 
As indicated in the portal design principles the portal homepage should immediately let the users 
focus on and select the CLIPC service relevant for them. Therefore the homepage needs to be clear 
and present the main services directly on the first screen (although scrolling should not be a 
problem). The services should be presented in a descriptive way, clear enough for the right user to 
want to click and try.  

A first design (based on the existing CLIPC layout) is presented below. Users are immediately 
directed to: 

- “MyCLIPC” data processing services (for climate scientist, impact researcher)  
- Climate data search (climate scientist) 
- Climate impact indicator toolbox (boundary workers)  
- Guidance (education, guidance and explanation to all, including general public).  



 

Different users will understand which services have been developed for them. In that way the same 
portal can supply services for all user types, without questioning the users “which user type” they 
are (users won’t know). 

 

 

Figure: Indicative redesign of the CLIPC portal with main user interfaces centrally 
 

Another design example shows the search and result listing of the dataset catalogue. 

 

Figure: Design of dataset catalogue search and result screen 
 



Examples of all user interfaces as discussed with partners and users can be found in D3.1. 

 

Menu structure portal version 2  
The first menu structure of the website (version 1 – operational from mid 2014 until end 2015) was 
aimed at supplying basic project information regarding workplan, project background, presenting 
the consortium, etc. However at the moment CLIPC has developed services, these services should 
become central. Therefore not only the homepage needs a new focus and design, also the menu 
options should fit this new goal. Below the indicative setup. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Menu structure version 2  

Climate data access 

- Access to climate data 
- CLIPC dataset catalogue 

 

Impact indicator toolbox 

- Use the toolbox 
- How to use the toolbox 

  

Guidance 

- Climate impact use cases (Climate4Impact) 
- Glossary 
- Use of vocabularies 
- Documentation of CLIPC models and processing services 

 

Visualising data 

- Viewing service (start plain) 
- Use cases (described with link to a pre-defined set) 

 

MyCLIPC data processing 

- How to use 
 

Project information 

- Background 
- Consortium 



- Public deliverables 
- Project resources 
- News 
- Project meetings 

 

Footer menu (always visible): 

- FAQ 
- Help 
- Disclaimer 
- Partner extranet 
- Contact 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

More information 
Full details on the functional specifications of the next version (version 2) of the portal, together 
with design mock-ups already presented to partners and users (end-user workshop Feb 2015) can be  
found in deliverable 3.1 – Conceptual design of the CLIPC portal. 
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